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("Forward Partners", the "Company" or the "Group")

Intention to float on AIM.
Forward Partners, the London-based venture capital firm, announces its intention to seek admission of its shares
to trading on AIM, a market of the London Stock Exchange ("Admission").
Founded in 2013, Forward Partners is a well-established and respected London-based venture capital firm,
specialising in supporting high growth, early-stage technology businesses. It brings together venture capital
provider Forward Ventures, equity-free revenue-based financing through Forward Advances and highly
specialised growth support from Forward Studio. This model supports founders to build stronger businesses and
meet strategic goals faster - ultimately aiming to provide better outcomes for companies and investors alike.
Becoming a public company will enable the Group to progress its vision for the future of early-stage venture
capital, by offering innovative funding options for founders alongside specialist support.
The Group secured early commitments from investors pursuant to the Company's IPO fundraising, including
BlackRock1 and Draper Esprit plc, which have each indicated they would like to subscribe for £15 million and £2
million worth of ordinary shares in the Company, respectively.
Retail investors can also invest on the same terms as institutional investors, by registering their interest by
creating an account on the PrimaryBid website via https://primarybid.com ("Retail Offer").
Forward Partners is also pleased to announce that two new, independent non-executive directors, Susanne Given
and Christopher Smith, will join the Board of Directors on Admission. Susanne is an experienced executive both in
the private and listed company spheres, having held executive roles at Harrods, John Lewis and SuperDry. She is
currently the Chairwoman of online furniture retailer Made.com and women's clothing retailer Hush Homewear.
Christopher has extensive corporate finance and public markets experience in a career covering 35 years in
Equities and Investment Banking, most recently as a Vice Chairman at UBS Limited.
1BlackRock

Jersey Dynamic Diversified Growth Fund.

KEY STRENGTHS:
● An established venture capital firm backed by experienced management and a blue-chip institution
Forward was founded in 2013 by Nic Brisbourne, former partner at Draper Esprit with over 20 years venture
capital experience. The management team brings together highly experienced venture capitalists, entrepreneurs,
and expert consultants. Since 2015, Forward has been backed by BlackRock, one of the largest institutional
investors in the world.
● Strong investment track record
Forward Venture's portfolio has demonstrated consistent growth and market-leading performance in the eight
years since inception, with a gross IRR over 25% as of 31 March 2021. The initial portfolio consists of 46 active
technology-led companies, which had an unaudited Initial Portfolio NAV2 of £103 million (then comprising 45
active investments).
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● Access to the fastest-growing technology start-up ecosystem in Europe
London is home to more start-ups and start-up investment than the next three European markets combined.
Forward Partners' specialised and highly selective investment strategy focuses on UK-based businesses with highgrowth potential leveraging applied Artificial Intelligence ("AI"), marketplace and eCommerce technology. The
Forward Ventures Team reviews over 4,000 opportunities from this ecosystem each year.
● Financial innovation to meet the needs of a changing market
The Group also provides revenue-based financing through Forward Advances - a new way to fund online
businesses, providing equity-free funding ('advances') for marketing and inventory.
● Competitive advantage through combining funding with growth expertise
The Directors believe that no other venture capital fund currently provides the Group's combination of flexible,
equity-based and equity-free funding options alongside dedicated business growth expertise. This flexible
approach to finance, alongside support from Forward Studio makes the Group an attractive partner for founders.

Nic Brisbourne, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of Forward Partners, said:

"In 2013, I started Forward Partners with a single mission in mind: to give more founders their best shot at success.
Since then, we've built a portfolio we're immensely proud of - and packed with ambitious, growing businesses
operating in the hottest technology sectors. We've proven our approach to investment works, growing the Initial
Portfolio NAV3 to £103m with returns above 25% IRR.
Our big differentiator has always been that we offer start-ups more than money. The combination of capital
alongside specialist support for our start-ups has helped us to improve the odds of success for more pioneering
founders.
We know there's more we can do. We believe it's crucial that our industry innovates, because venture capital holds
the key to unlocking the technology innovation that will build a better future for everyone. It supports and
accelerates the work of entrepreneurs solving some of the world's biggest problems, driving economic recovery,
creating jobs and positive changes in equality, health and the environment.
We're taking our firm public to realise that vision. We'll be able to invest more, for longer - and to build new
products and services founders really need. For founders, it means more routes to growth - more choice, more
control and more support. For investors, direct access to fast growing, innovative tech businesses through a wellestablished, well-managed and balanced portfolio."
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the fair value of the Group's initial portfolio as at 31 March 2021 and calculated in accordance with the Group's valuation policy
the fair value of the Group's initial portfolio as at 31 March 2021 and calculated in accordance with the Group's valuation policy
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FURTHER INFORMATION.

Enquiries:
Forward Partners Group plc

via Maitland/AMO

Jonathan McKay, Non-Executive Chairman

(A)

Nic Brisbourne, CEO
Matt Bradley, CFO
Liberum Capital Limited (Nominated Adviser,
Sole Broker)

Tel: +44 20 3100 2222

Neil Patel

(B)

Lauren Kettle
Ed Phillips
Cara Murphy
Maitland/AMO (Financial Public Relations)

forwardpartners@maitland.co.uk

Sam Turvey

(C)

Tel: +44 (0) 7827 836 246

Emma Burdett
Kate Pledger

Offer highlights:

● The pre-IPO investment portfolio will be acquired by the Group for c.£97.5 million
● The Company expects to raise at least £25 million of gross primary proceeds
● Primary proceeds will be used, inter alia, to fund further investments in existing portfolio companies and new
investments, and to provide capital for Forward Advances
● Admission and commencement of dealings on AIM are expected in mid-July 2021 under the ticker FWD
● Liberum Capital Limited ("Liberum") is acting as Nominated Adviser and sole broker in relation to the
Admission.
● The IPO fundraise will include a Retail Offer through the PrimaryBid platform

Forward Partners' portfolio includes:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Ably - a technology company that builds real time infrastructure for the internet;
Patch Plants - one of the UK's leading online direct-to-consumer plant stores;
Makers Academy - a platform creating a new generation of tech talent through courses and apprenticeships;
Snaptrip - a marketplace that helps people to discover the best last minute holiday deals in the UK;
Lexoo - a technology-driven legal outsourcing solution;
Spoke - a direct-to-consumer eCommerce company that provides better fitting, better looking men's clothes;
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● Apexx - a global payments platform that consolidates payments providers to improve retail conversion;
● Breedr - the world's first digital exchange for livestock;
● Cherryz - an online discount retailer of low-price fast-moving consumer goods and general merchandise.
● FY! - a mobile-first ecommerce marketplace designed to meet the needs of millennial shoppers;
● Cazoo - an online used car marketplace designed to transform the way people buy, finance, and rent used
cars;
● CountingUp - one of the UK's leading small business banking apps with built-in accounting features.
● Wonderbly - a vertically integrated publishing start-up from London;
● Juno - a platform that brings together legal expertise with software and artificial intelligence to offer
conveyancing that's clear, convenient and reliable;
● Appear Here - an online marketplace for retail space.

ABOUT FORWARD
Forward Ventures - venture capital

Forward Ventures invests capital into high-potential, early-stage businesses, typically focusing on operating
models that leverage eCommerce, marketplace or applied artificial intelligence ("AI") technology, in return for an
equity stake in the business. Forward Ventures aims to seek out UK companies which:
● are targeting a well-defined market with a product or service that solves a significant problem or meets a
significant need;
● are led by management the Directors believe have the ability to define and execute a vision;
● are tackling a large, high potential market, utilising digital technology to disrupt the status quo and gain
competitive advantage;
● will be attractive candidates for acquisition by large corporations or public ownership by institutions by way of
an initial public offering ("IPO"); and
● have the potential to generate multiples of invested capital for investors.
As at 31 March 2021, Forward Ventures' portfolio consisted of 45 actively managed technology-led companies
with an Initial Portfolio NAV4 of c.£103.0 million. These include Lexoo, an AI-powered legal outsourcing solution;
Patch Plants, the UK's first online pure-play house plant eCommerce platform; Ably, a technology company that
builds real time infrastructure for the internet; Apexx, a global payments platform that consolidates providers to
improve retail conversion; Cherryz, an eCommerce company focused on essentials and Koru Kids, a childcare
company focusing on nanny sharing.
The fair value of the Group's initial portfolio as at 31 March 2021 and calculated in accordance with the Group's
valuation policy.
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Forward Advances - revenue-based financing

Forward Advances (currently an investment held by Fund II), launched in 2020, provides flexible revenue-based
financing to digital businesses. This type of funding is charged at a fixed percentage fee and repaid by the
borrower as a percentage of its ongoing revenue. For businesses raising capital, it provides an option to finance
growth without fixed repayments, covenants, warrants or other equity demands of traditional debt or venture
capital. Using data-driven underwriting techniques and monitoring throughout the life of the loan, as at 25 June
2021, Forward Advances has seen gross internal rates of return above 25% with defaults to date of c.1%.
Forward Advances seeks to support businesses that enjoy strong sales and indicators of growth potential, with a
history of strong financial performance indicating the ability to repay the loan, including runway beyond the terms
of the loan or profitability where the business is cash positive.
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Forward Studio - specialised growth support services

Forward Studio provides portfolio companies with support from a team of start-up experts on a consultancy
basis, aiming to address the needs of growing technology businesses. The Forward Studio team can provide indepth knowledge and insight in various key areas and has delivered more than 200 projects for portfolio
companies over the last five years.
The Forward Studio approach, rather than driving profitability as a standalone business, aims to deliver greater
returns for the Group and to Shareholders over the long term by improving growth prospects within the existing
portfolio and enhancing the attractiveness of the Group as an investment partner to potential portfolio
companies.
Forward Studio's services include:

● Product development: design of technology products and customer experiences based on deep customer
insight and understanding;
● Engineering: realisation of technology and products;
● Growth: strategy and support to drive customer acquisition and retention through marketing and product-led
activity;
● Brand development: strategic positioning, proposition, visual identity development alongside development of
engagement and acquisition strategy;
● Cultural development: support to develop high-performing culture, through collaborative development of
company values and goals alongside executive coaching; and
● Team recruitment: support to find and hire top talent alongside coaching that prepares portfolio teams for
growth.

Investment rationale

The Directors believe that early stage digital businesses in the UK hold the potential for attractive long-term
returns for investors and that early-stage venture funding provides the best access to this growth potential for
Shareholders.
UK VC investment has seen strong growth through the last decade. The UK market is larger by value of deals than
the next three European markets combined (Germany, France and Sweden) as well as in terms of the number of
companies valued at more than $1 billion. Recent performance of UK VC fund (with a vintage year between 2012
and 2016) reported by The British Business Bank in a report dated October 2019 has shown that performance now
matches that of the US, both in terms of total value over paid capital (1.49x UK vs. 1.52x US) and distributions over
paid capital (0.36x UK vs. 0.22x US).
The Directors believe that the Group has the opportunity, as a quoted VC investment firm, to offer investment in a
diverse portfolio of high potential, early-stage digital businesses, supported by value- add services, in order to
deliver attractive long-term returns for Shareholders.
The Directors believe the Group's approach holds several distinctive advantages:
● early-stage deals enable the Group to invest at modest valuations;
● the resulting portfolio is naturally diversified and has low investment concentration;
● the Group's investment model and mid-level exit targets can produce attractive returns with the potential for
outperformance from higher valuation exits; and
● Forward Ventures and Forward Studio build proprietary knowledge and competitive advantage by focusing
on challenges faced by early-stage businesses with high-growth potential who leverage specific technology-led
operating models.

Investing policy

The Group will seek to achieve its investment objective through investing in UK-based pre-seed and seed stage
businesses which show strong growth potential and offer attractive risk weighted returns. Forward Ventures will
typically seek to secure a significant minority stake in its investee businesses, while also maintaining an
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appropriate level of diversification within the portfolio with the majority of investments typically comprising under
10 per cent. of NAV.
Forward Partners will seek investments in digital businesses utilising eCommerce, marketplace and applied AI
operating models, but will also consider investment opportunities outside its core focus which offer significant
return potential and in which the Directors have the necessary expertise and experience to be able to identify and
manage the opportunity.

The Directors
Nicholas Gywn Brisbourne (age 48) (Chief executive officer)

Nic has worked in venture capital for c.20 years and prior to founding Forward Partners in June 2013, was a
partner at venture capital firm Draper Esprit, which went on to admit to AIM in 2016. He has worked and invested
in businesses in London and Silicon Valley, leading over 80 investments and executing a number of successful exits
including buy.at (acquired by AOL for $125 million) and Zeus Technology (acquired by Riverbed for $140 million).
Matthew James Bradley (age 35) (Chief financial officer (interim) and chief investment officer)

Matt has six years' experience as an entrepreneur and venture capital investor and has been a director of a
number of small UK companies. Matt began his career at Lloyds Banking Group and Barclays Capital before
earning an MBA at SDA Bocconi and joining Forward Partners in August 2014. Matt heads up the Investment
Team at Forward Partners and splits his time between sourcing investments and working across the portfolio.
Since joining the Company, Matt has acted as a board director or observer on a number of portfolio companies in
order to monitor investment performance, challenge the executive directors of and report back to the senior
management of the Company on the investment. As CFO, Matthew's role encompasses both finance functions,
active management of the Group's portfolio of investments and consideration of new investment opportunities. To
reflect the developing needs of the Group as it grows it is anticipated that, within six to nine months of Admission,
the Group will seek to appoint a new, permanent CFO to the Board.
Jonathan McKay (age 65) (Non-executive chairman)

Jonathan has over 30 years of experience in managing and mentoring fast growth tech companies. He has a
background in telecom infrastructure and has experience of scaling businesses in the UK and internationally.
Earlier in his career, Jonathan was the Vice President and General Manager of Sun Microsystems' software Tools
and Integration business unit in San Francisco. He joined Sun Microsystems following their acquisition of Forte,
where he held COO and CMO roles. As an executive and non-executive chairman, Jonathan has worked on
several large M&A deals, including ISG's sale to Allvotec and Just Giving's sale to Blackbaud. Jonathan is
currently the Chairman of La Fosse Associates (a technology recruitment company), Driftrock (lead generation for
consumer-facing corporates) and Poq (a leading UK SaaS based App platform).
Christopher Michael Peter Smith (age 59) (Independent non-executive director)

Christopher has extensive corporate finance and public markets experience in a career covering 35 years in
Equities and Investment Banking, most recently as a Vice Chairman at UBS Limited, which he joined in 1992 as SG
Warburg. He began his banking career in 1985 in equity sales, moving over to corporate finance in 1999. From
2006 he ran the UK, Ireland and South African Equity Capital Markets business at UBS and has advised many
company boards and the UK Government on a variety of major transactions. His wide-ranging experience
includes capital-raising, stake sales, flotations and the market and shareholder element of public M&A
transactions as well as giving strategic and general corporate finance advice.
Susanne Johanne Given (age 56) (Independent non-executive director)

Susanne is an experienced executive with a track-record of delivering sustained performance improvements in
medium and large-scale businesses, both in the private and listed company spheres. Susanne has a background in
the consumer spectrum, having held executive roles at Harrods, John Lewis and SuperDry. Susanne is currently
the Chairwoman of online furniture retailer Made.com and women's clothing retailer Hush Homewear. Susanne
also has experience in the UK public company arena as a non-executive director at Tritax BB REIT plc, where she
chairs the management engagement committee and sits on the audit and risk committee, and Morrisons (WM)
Supermarkets plc, where she sits on the audit, nomination, remuneration and corporate compliance and
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responsibility committees. Internationally, Susanne is a non-executive director of Trent Limited, the retail arm of
Tata Group listed on the National Stock Exchange of India, and the Middle East luxury retailer Al Tayer Insignia
where she is also chair of the remuneration committee. Susanne's previous non-executive directorships include at
Deloitte NSE and Eurostar.

Forward-looking statements

This announcement includes statements that are, or may be deemed to be, ''forward-looking statements''. These
forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology, including the terms
''believes'', ''estimates'', ''anticipates'', ''expects'', ''intends'', ''plans'', ''may'', ''will'' or ''should'' or, in each case, their
negative or other variations or comparable terminology. All statements other than statements of historical fact
included in this announcement are forward-looking statements. They appear in a number of places throughout
this announcement and include statements regarding the Directors' or the Group's intentions, beliefs or current
expectations concerning, among other things, its operating results, financial condition, prospects, growth,
expansion plans, strategies, the industry in which the Group operates and the general economic outlook.
By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and
depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future and therefore are based on current beliefs and
expectations about future events. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and the
Group's actual operating results and financial condition, and the development of the industry in which it operates
may differ materially from those made in or suggested by the forward-looking statements contained in this
announcement. In addition, even if the Group's operating results, financial condition and liquidity, and the
development of the industry in which the Group operates are consistent with the forward- looking statements
contained in this announcement, those results or developments may not be indicative of results or developments in
subsequent periods. Accordingly, prospective investors should not rely on these forward-looking statements.
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this announcement. The Company and Liberum
expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward looking
statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company's expectations with regard thereto, any new
information or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statements are based, unless
required to do so by law or any appropriate regulatory authority.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
This is a financial promotion and is not intended to be investment advice.

The contents of this announcement, which has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of the Company,
have been approved by Liberum solely for the purposes of section 21(2)(b) of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000.
The release, publication or distribution of this announcement in jurisdictions other than the United Kingdom may
be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this announcement comes should inform themselves about
and observe any relevant restrictions. In particular, this announcement is not for release, publication or
distribution, directly or indirectly, in, into or from the United States, Canada, Australia, the Republic of South
Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New Zealand or Japan.
This announcement does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue or any solicitation of
any offer to purchase or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction, nor shall it (or any part of it) or the fact of
its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any
contract or commitment in relation thereto.
Recipients of this announcement who intend to purchase or subscribe for Ordinary Shares in the Company
following publication of the final Admission Document are reminded that any such purchase or subscription must
only be made solely on the basis of the information contained in the Admission Document (and, if relevant, any
supplementary admission document) relating to the Company in its final form. The Ordinary Shares mentioned
herein have not been, and will not be, registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 (as amended) (the "US
Securities Act"), and may not be offered or sold in the United States except pursuant to an exemption from, or a
transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act. There will be no public offer of
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the Ordinary Shares in the United States and the information contained herein does not constitute an offering of
securities for sale in the United States, Canada, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland,
New Zealand or Japan. No money, securities or other consideration is being solicited and, if sent in response to
the information contained herein, will not be accepted.
Liberum Capital Limited ("Liberum") is acting exclusively for the Company and no-one else in connection with the
proposed offer of the Company's securities and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for
providing the protections afforded to its clients, nor for providing advice in relation to the proposed offer, the
contents of this announcement or any other matter referred to herein.
This announcement and any offer mentioned herein if subsequently made are only addressed to and directed at (i)
clients of PrimaryBid resident in the UK (for the purposes of the Retail Offer); and (ii) such other persons in the
United Kingdom who are "qualified investors" (within the meaning of Article 2 of the UK Prospectus Regulation)
and (a) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within Article 19(5) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the "FPO"); and/or (b)
who are high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the FPO; and (iii) other persons to whom it
may otherwise be lawfully distributed (each a "relevant person").
The information contained in this announcement is for background purposes only and does not purport to be full
or complete. Any purchase of Ordinary Shares on Admission should be made solely on the basis of the information
contained in the Admission Document. No reliance may or should be placed by any person for any purpose on the
information contained in this announcement or its accuracy, fairness or completeness. The information in this
announcement is subject to change.
This announcement is not for publication or distribution, in whole or in part, directly or indirectly, in or into the
United States, Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New Zealand, Japan or
any other jurisdiction where to do so would constitute a violation of the relevant laws of such jurisdiction. The
distribution of this announcement may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions and persons into whose
possession any document or other information referred to herein comes should inform themselves about and
observe any such restriction. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the
securities laws of any such jurisdiction. This announcement does not contain or constitute an offer of, or the
solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for, the securities referred to herein to any person in any jurisdiction,
including the United States, Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
or Japan or in any jurisdiction to whom or in which such offer or solicitation is unlawful.
The securities referred to herein may not be offered or sold, transferred or delivered directly or indirectly, in the
United States unless registered under the US Securities Act or offered in a transaction exempt from, or not subject
to, the registration requirements of the US Securities Act or any other applicable securities laws of the United
States and in accordance with any applicable securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United
States. The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act or
under the applicable securities laws of Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland,
New Zealand or Japan. There will be no public offer of the Ordinary Shares in the United States, Australia,
Canada, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New Zealand or Japan. Subject to certain
exceptions, the Ordinary Shares referred to herein may not be offered or sold in Australia, Canada, the Republic
of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New Zealand or Japan or to, or for the account or benefit of, any
national, resident or citizen of Australia, Canada, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, New
Zealand or Japan.
This announcement is only addressed to and directed at relevant persons (as defined above). Any investment or
investment activity to which this announcement relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in
only with such persons. Other persons should not rely or act upon this announcement or any of its contents.
The timetable for Admission may be influenced by a range of circumstances such as market conditions. There is
no guarantee that Admission will occur and you should not base your financial decisions on the Company's
intentions in relation to Admission at this stage. Acquiring investments to which this announcement relates may
expose an investor to a significant risk of losing all or part of the amount invested. Persons considering making
such an investment should consult an authorised person specialising in advising on such investments. This
announcement does not constitute a recommendation concerning Admission or the Ordinary Shares. The value of
Ordinary Shares and the income from them is not guaranteed and can fall as well as rise due to stock market and
currency movements. When you sell your investment you may get back less than you originally invested. Potential
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investors should consult a professional adviser as to the suitability of the Ordinary Shares for the person
concerned. Past performance cannot be relied upon as a guide to future performance.
Liberum, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom, is acting
exclusively for the Company and no-one else in connection with Admission. Liberum will not regard any other
person as its client in relation to Admission and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for
providing the regulatory protections afforded to its clients, nor for providing advice in relation to the contents of
this announcement or any transaction, arrangement or other matter referred to herein.

Neither Liberum, nor any of its directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents accepts any responsibility or
liability whatsoever for or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the truth, accuracy or
completeness of the information in this announcement (or whether any information has been omitted from the
announcement) or any other information relating to the Company, its subsidiaries or associated companies,
whether written, oral or in a visual or electronic form, and howsoever transmitted or made available or for any
loss howsoever arising from any use of this announcement or its contents or otherwise arising in connection
therewith.
Certain figures contained in this announcement, including financial information, have been subject to rounding
adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers contained in this
document may not conform exactly with the total figure given.
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